
 

 

CASE STUDY 

From Crisis to Culture Health 

Overview  
RSA is an insurance company that has been operating for over 300 years, employing 
thousands of people globally with enviable levels of employee engagement. A few years 
ago, however, they experienced a significant shock when “inappropriate collaboration” in 
their Irish business made headlines.  

Trust was broken inside and outside the organisation and the Chairman made a personal 
commitment that that would never happen again. In response a custom Culture Health 
Assessment, based around a Culture Health Index, was created to surface early warning 
signs of cultural risk. 

Challenge 
RSA have won awards for having world-class employee engagement levels in many 
countries; they have ranked as the highest insurer in the Superbrands® index in the past, 
and have always taken pride in genuinely ‘being there for their customers when they need us 
most.’ 

So, when issues were uncovered within the Irish business that led to a £200m write down, 
three profits warnings, and ultimately the resignation of their Group CEO, shock rippled 
through the company. The independent investigation into these issues uncovered 
“inappropriate collaboration between a small number of senior management.” 

Trust and confidence across the business was broken and Chairman Martin Scicluna made 
a personal commitment to the employees, customers and shareholders that this type of thing 
would never happen again in RSA.  

Internal and external investigations led to much reflection on what could have been done at 
an individual, team and organisational level to have spotted and managed the potential 
warning signs. 

The project brief was broad: 

• to learn the lessons from ‘the Ireland case’ 

• to implement something that would help RSA “prevent another Ireland” 

Despite the broad brief, the team assigned felt that there wasn’t appetite for a large culture 
change programme with workshops to define the “as is” culture and “to be” culture. Many 
issues needed to be addressed quickly and effectively, and several projects were kicked off 
which would result in system, procedural and policy changes. These, in turn, would have a 
direct or indirect impact on the culture. They needed something that would work alongside 
and complement other changes taking place across the business; as well as business as 
usual processes and practices that impact culture, such as leadership, performance 
management, communications, company values, and more. 

Another challenge was that RSA, as a highly technical and regulated financial services 
organisation, had great emphasis on numbers, data and risk management controls. Whilst 
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there was increased interest in culture, post the Ireland case, the team found that focusing 
on culture, behaviours and feelings was not generally within people’s comfort zone. 

Approach 
Applying Science 

Internal and external research was conducted to understand the root causes of historical 
high-profile failures within RSA. The team designing the solution wanted to learn lessons 
from external high-profile organisational failures, exploring what other companies and 
consultancies were doing, as well as existing solutions in the market. 

Whilst their research highlighted common behavioural drivers and root causes of 
organisational risk, they found that there was little in the form of practical solutions in the 
market that would meet their needs. Having established that there was no ideal method 
available, to predict and prevent cultural or behavioural risk in their organisation, they 
created an in-house solution.  

Tool Design 

To manage the scope and unintended consequences of the project, they created design 
principles. For example, the solution should: 

• be effective to administer and easy to report on 

• comprise of multiple methods and observers to increase reliability 

• operate from principles of trust and safety, not seeking to “trip people up” or create a 
“police state” 

• not link to performance ratings 

The solution design team worked closely with senior Risk and Audit Leaders to create a 
solution that was practical and beneficial to an audience beyond HR. 

The lessons from RSA Ireland highlighted that often trust, common sense, diligence and 
honest conversations went a long way. With this insight, a quarterly Culture Health 
Assessment approach was designed. This involved semi-structured discussions between 
HR leaders on the cultural health of each business area. The output of these quarterly 
reviews included: red flags (concerns), green flags (strengths), and mitigating actions to 
address concerns. 

Twice yearly these reviews were extended to Regional Chief Risk Officers and Regional 
Chief Auditors to bring in different perspectives and challenges. The value of these quarterly 
reviews lay in: 

• providing an opportunity for core individuals to step back from day-to-day business 
operations, and reflect on potential organisational risks 

• comparing and/or joining-up different experiences 

• ensuring action and accountability at every level to address concerns 

To facilitate structure and objectivity in the reviews they also designed a ‘Culture Health 
Index.’ This included quantitative and qualitative positive and negative indicators, based on 
behavioural drivers of culture. The index was not a diagnostic or algorithm to predict the type 
and likelihood of risk, but served more as a guide, providing language to name the 
behaviours or patterns that people may intuitively recognise, but find hard to describe or 
challenge. 
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The design of the index drew on psychological literature which addressed topics such as 
ethical leadership, Jungian types, psychopaths at work, group think, cognitive biases, and 
others. 

Pilot 

A three-month pilot was conducted to test reliability and utility of the tools and secure buy-in. 
This included: 

• Creating training for the global HR community to help develop a deeper 
understanding of the new process, potential challenges, and the psychology around 
“why good people do bad things” 

• Various country visits to conduct culture audits 

• One cycle of Culture Health Assessments 

After this was successful, the new tools were implemented. 

Outcome 
Face Validity 

The feedback received on the look and feel of the new tools was unanimously positive, with 
very few changes required after the pilot. 

Specific comments from HR leaders included: 

• “The Index gives colleagues a language to name behaviours that they might 
experience or intuitively recognise” 

• The Index “captures the many aspects of culture” 

• “This provides a healthy set of questions for a Human Resources leader to be asking 
themselves about individuals and teams, as part of business as usual” 

Positive feedback from external bodies was received, such as The Prudential Regulation 
Authority (PRA) and consultancies Towers Watson and PwC. 

“The work that RSA is doing on cultural risk in particular will ensure that enhancements to 
the overall control environment will be sustainable and underpinned by behaviour.” – PwC 
interim s.166 report to PRA 

Overall Utility and Business Benefits 

Some of the broader benefits experienced included: 

• Greater consistency across the global HR community in how they assess culture and 
comfort levels around the role they play to challenge culture and behaviours 

• Capturing good practice across RSA and examples of strong positive cultures which 
they can learn from and share 

• Facilitating a culture in which individuals would feel comfortable to speak up and 
challenge inappropriate behaviour. Examples of this increased comfort were seen 
from the first conversations at senior levels in which people discussed topics they 
might not otherwise have had courage, or perceived permission, to address 

• Clear accountability for action; this process assigned accountability for action at 
different levels and provided clear escalation steps to ensure emerging risks were 
dealt with in a robust and consistent manner. When a quarterly review resulted in a 
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‘red flag’ for any particular individual, these were shared with the individual in a 
transparent and constructive way 

• Reassurance to the Group Board and Group Executive that they have greater 
resilience around cultural risk 

Stakeholder Comments 
“I believe that the Cultural Health Index will be invaluable in helping us to monitor and 
assess the organisation’s culture. The way it was developed, with extensive internal 
consultation taking the time to understand the many aspects of culture and requirements, 
was excellent.” – Group Chief Auditor 

“This work was born out of necessity following specific and significant issues in our Irish 
business that had gone undetected for a number of years. However, it's impact has been 
more global and positive than we could have hoped.” - Group HR Director 
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